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Using density function theory (DFT), the Cu-doped Aln (n=1−15) clusters have been studied. The electron affinity, ionization potential, Mulliken population analysis of Cu, mean
polarizability, polarizability anisotropy, dipole moments and HOMO-LUMO gaps have also
been calculated on the basis of optimized geometries. The results indicate that there are
magic numbers in copper-doped aluminum clusters and electronic characteristics depend on
the size of clusters. As n=13, the electron affinity and ionization potential of cluster changed
by more than 0.3 and 0.6 eV respectively, compared with neighborhood clusters.
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shell of 40 electrons [7]. This question also remains in
doped metal clusters, for example, the alkalization of
Al clusters makes the electronic structure to be jelliumlike [8], but for case of the coinage atom doping,
the d electrons may play some role in bonding and/or
some electronic properties. Therefore, it is interesting
to examine the effect of doping the aluminum clusters
in different size with a single Cu metal atom about the
structure, stability, and electronic properties of the host
aluminum clusters. These doped metal clusters may
have some potential application in developing “nanoalloys” and for forming cluster assembled novel materials
since many properties of metal clusters can be modified
by alloying [9, 10]. These stimulate the present study
on geometrical structures and electronic properties of
copper-doped aluminum clusters.

I. INTRODUCTION

Because of the central position of clusters which
bridges molecular and condensed matter sciences, the
studies of size-dependent cluster properties arouse more
and more people’s interests. The importance of these
size-dependent studies attribute to two factors: on one
hand it reveals the evolution of cluster properties from
simple molecules to bulk compounds, on the others
hand it explores some exotic clusters which are more
stable at specific size. For example, a phenomenon of
magic number in studying size-dependent metal cluster
properties is well known and it has been explained by
a jellium model [1] in which the magic number cluster is considered to have the electronic structure with
a closed shell (the numbers of electron is 2, 8, 20, 40,
. . ., etc.). Magic number clusters show novel features in
not only the symmetry of their geometric structure but
also their electronic structure, energy, magnetism, and
etc. In particular, the magic number clusters of metal
aluminum, Al7 + and Al13 − , have been observed experimentally by mass spectroscopy [2−6], though there is
still a question concerning the cluster size where the
simple jellium model is applicable to aluminum clusters
due to the electronic structure of the aluminum atom
itself. Al13 has a high symmetrical (icosahedral) structure and 39 valence electrons, when Al atom is considered to be trivalent as a result of large s-p overlap
within large Al clusters, and then Al13 − is very stable
since it becomes a magic number cluster with a closed

II. CALCULATION METHODS

The calculations are carried out using Gaussian 03
program [11] under the frame of density functional theory (DFT) in which the cluster wave function is expressed as a linear combination of atomic orbitals fitting
by Gaussian-type functionals. Since for the Cu doped
aluminum clusters the d electron shell has been introduced, the calculation becomes complicated and the validity of various methods has to be considered. Three
different methods are used initially in the present work:
local spin density approximation (LSDA) [12] which requests the Slater exchange and the Voskl-Wilk-Nusair
(VWN) correlation functional [13]; generalized gradient approximation (GGA) for the exchange correlation
functional due to Becke, Perdew, and Wang, commonly
referred to BPW91 [14]; and Becke three parameter
hybrid functional with the Lee-Yang-Parr (LYP) ex-
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FIG. 1 Certain stable geometries of Aln Cu clusters.

pression (B3LYP) [15] for non-local correlation and the
VWN functional for local correlation. Two basis sets
are also used in performing the calculation: the frozen
core orbitals—LANL2DZ basis [16] with the small-core
relativistic effective-core potential (RECP) [17, 18], and
the SDDAll basis set with Stuttgart effective-core potentials (ECPs) [19] for Cu and Al.
The cluster geometrical optimization is performed by
vibrational frequency analysis and the energy minima
are obtained for the two lowest values of spin multiplicities for each cluster on B3LYP/LANL2DZ level firstly.
All optimized geometries of the clusters are with a spin
multiplicity being the lowest value of 1 or 2, expect
of AlCu2 − with a value of 3. For a reason of comparison, the geometrical optimization has also been done by
LSDA-SVWN and GGA-BPW91 methods at the same
basis set and B3LYP/SDDAll level.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Geometrical structures

The stable geometrical structures of Aln Cu
(n=1−15) clusters have been optimized by DFT
methods, Fig.1 shows the selected stable structures
DOI:10.1088/1674-0068/25/02/169-176

of different size clusters for B3LYP/LANL2DZ. The
calculation results indicates that the three dimensional
structure starts from the total atom number of 4,
differing from the case of pure Al clusters [6] in which
it starts from 6. For small clusters with n≤10, Cu
atom is on the surface of the clusters. Cu atom is
in the center of the clusters for n≥13 since the cage
geometry of Al atoms is rounded completely in the case
of neutral clusters; However, Cu atom is surrounded by
Al atoms for n=11 in charged clusters with considering
that the cage geometry is not full. In the previous
studies, for Al12 M clusters (M=Au, Ag, Cu, In), the
calculations have shown that the impurity atom M is
located on the cluster surface [20, 21], but for Al13 Cu
[21, 22] and Al12 Cu [22] cluster, Cu atom is near
with the central of the clusters, which is consistent
with later conclusion according to our calculations.
The geometric structure of neutral Al13 cluster has
been reported to be icosahedral by the theoretical
calculation [6]. Therefore, 13 Al atoms in the Al13 Cu
cluster should preferably take the icosahedral structure
in order to obtain the same geometric stabilization as
Al13 and Al13 − .
Theoretical studies have been carried out for predicating aluminum alloy clusters by several groups. Kuc
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TABLE I Comparison of adiabatic electronic affinities (EA) of Aln Cu (n=1−15) obtained by various different methods and
basis sets with the experimental measurement [26]. The vertical affinities obtained by B3LYP/LANL2DZ method are also
given.
n

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
∗

B3LYP/
LANL2DZ
0.54151
1.49514
1.56828
2.01604
2.02434
2.60337
2.07879
2.28801
2.31426
2.49502
2.46112
2.91993
2.13054
2.69869
2.36275

B3LYP/
SDDAll
0.57334
1.42779
1.59336
2.04753
2.15098
2.60514
2.02946
2.33399
2.41720
2.57918
2.44634
2.93759
2.21106
2.80018
2.32150

Adiabatic EA/eV
BPW91/
LSDA/
LANL2DZ
SDDAll
0.58564
0.65217
1.48907
1.55146
1.56994
1.60373
2.06216
2.22698
2.09716
2.15803
2.69899
2.85700
2.16671
2.17987
2.33391
2.54751
2.36365
2.18181
2.66968
2.69986
2.57205
2.61937
3.05419
3.20088
2.14807
2.15816
2.80467
2.91078
2.49478
2.54416

Exp. [26]

1.35
1.56
2.04
2.06
2.42
2.14
2.30
2.32
2.37
2.38
2.53
2.14
2.56
2.49

Ref.[22]

2.60
2.91
2.17
2.49

Vertical EA/eV
B3LYP/
Ref.[22]
LANL2DZ
0.54156
1.46039
1.66430
2.00676
2.13076
2.69159
2.32226
2.51546
2.61499
2.59368
2.84515
2.84
3.08172
2.95
2.50223
2.55, 1.83∗
2.90091
2.75
2.83316

From Ref.[21].

mar also predicted the high magnetic moment state
of Al12 Cu cluster with first-principle calculation and
found that Al12 Cu has a high-spin lowest-energy state
in accordance with Hund’s rule of maximum spin at
half-filling [23]. The calculation indicated that Cu
atom is surrounded by Al12 cluster. Gong and Kumar
found that there is no HOMO-LUMO gap in icosahedral Al12 Ti cluster because of Jahn-Teller distortion by
a calculation using local spin density functional theory [24]. In this work, we investigate bimetal Aln Cu
clusters with different number of Al atoms up to n=15
by DFT method. A number of other size-dependent
properties of these clusters, such as the electron affinity, polarizability anisotropy |∆α|, mean polarizability
ᾱ, HOMO-LUMO gap, dipole moment and ionization
potential, have been calculated. Mulliken populations
[25] of the doped Cu atom in these clusters are also
analyzed.
B. Electron affinities

Experimentally, the only study of Cu-Al bimetal clusters was conducted by Thomas et al. in which electron
affinity of CuAln − (n=2−15) was measured with the
photoelectron spectral method [26]. They found that
CuAl13 − with closed electronic shell is unexpected geometrically stable and doped copper atom is located at
the center of Al atom cage. Compared with theoretical calculation, it is difficult to obtain the experimental results of these bimetal clusters’ properties. ThereDOI:10.1088/1674-0068/25/02/169-176

fore, the theoretical predication becomes very important. The results are listed in Table I that was obtained
from the different methods and basic sets. Compared
with the adiabatic electron affinity obtained with the
experimental values [26], it is clearly that the result by
the hybrid functional calculation B3LYP/LANL2DZ is
better than that by other two methods, which has been
chosen for calculating other properties of these clusters.
The vertical electron affinity is also calculated in this
paper, which is the difference between the energy of the
anion and the neutral clusters with the same geometry
as the anion. The results are consistent with the previous calculation for n=11−14 by Khanna et al. [22].
In order to find the influence by doping Cu, the electron affinities of Aln Cu (n=1−15) calculated in this
work have been compared with that of pure clusters
Aln+1 (n=1−14) calculated by Rao and Jena [6]. Because of Cu atom without a d vacancy and a valence
shell with a single s electron, the substitution of an
Al atom by a Cu atom in the doped clusters leads to
a decreasing of the electron affinity in most cases of
these clusters, as shown in Fig.2. This is obvious for
AlCu that the electron affinity decreases about 0.9 eV
as Al atom is substituted by Cu atom. After doping
a Cu atom, the general trend of the electron affinities
of Aln Cu (n=1−15) varied with the cluster size is the
same as that of Aln+1 (n=1−14) expect for n=6. The
exception can be explained by the cluster geometrical
and electronic structures. It is known that, for Aln+1
(n=1−14) clusters, the structures are planar up to n=4,
c
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C. Ionization potentials

FIG. 2 The calculated adiabatic electron affinities (¤) of
Aln Cu (n=1−15) in B3LYP/LANL2DZ level, comparing
with the experimental results (4) and the theoretical results of Aln+1 (◦) from Ref.[6].

FIG. 3 Comparison of the ionization potentials of Aln Cu
(n=1−15) and Aln+1 (n=1−14) as a function of cluster size
(¤ Aln Cu, 4 Aln+1 , theoretical [6], ◦ Aln+1 , experimental
[27], and broken line: jellium model for Aln+1 ).

three dimensional starting with n=5. And the structures of the neutral and cationic for Al7 are similar but
the anion is very different [6], implying that the valences
of Al atom in the neutral and cationic may be the same
(triple valence) but different for that of the anion which
is singlet valence. So the anion is in a magic number
structure with 8 electrons. Our calculation indicates
that, for Aln Cu, the three dimensional structure starts
from the total atom number of 4 as Cu atom with a d
electronic shell. Similarly, Al6 Cu has a quite different
structure from Al7 . The calculation also shows that the
neutral and cationic structures of Al6 Cu are the same
and similar to that of Al7 − respectively, it suggests that
the Al atom in Al6 Cu may be with a singlet valence,
so that Al6 Cu has 7 electrons in its out shell, and requires one more electron to be a closure electronic shell.
This is believed to be the reason that Al6 Cu has a high
electron affinity. Regardless of Al atom is singlet or
triple valence, only Al6 Cu− always is in a magic number structure with a closure electronic structure (8 or
20 electrons) among these Cu doped aluminum clusters.
DOI:10.1088/1674-0068/25/02/169-176

Compared with that of the pure Al clusters, for most
of the doped clusters Aln Cu (n=1−15), the ionization
potentials decreased expect for AlCu and Al13 Cu clusters. As shown in Fig.3, the ionization potentials of
doped clusters agree well with that for Aln cluster by
jellium model more than n=6, this implies that the ionization potentials of Cu atom doped in Al clusters agree
with the prediction of jellium model for Al clusters.
In AlCu cluster, the calculation results show that the
HOMO energy is decreased 1.27 eV compared with the
HOMO of Al2 and it is difficult to remove an electron in
AlCu cluster. For Al13 Cu cluster, the energy difference
of HOMO from Al14 is 0.3 eV and there are 40 valence
electrons in Al13 Cu corresponding with closure shell, so
the ionization potential of Al13 Cu is higher than that of
Al14 , the high ionization potential agreed with the predication by the jellium model. Starting from n=7, the
calculated ionization potentials of these doped Aln Cu
clusters exhibit an odd/even alternation regularly. In
the case of Aln+1 cluster, the previous experimental
measurement [27] and theoretical calculation [6] have
shown that the ionization potentials drop suddenly at
n=6 and go up at n=12 obviously. Photoelectron spectroscopy of Aln − anionic clusters [7, 28, 29] has shown
that the gap between the p and s bands is rapidly reduced with the increasing of n, the two bands are completely mixed starting at Al9 . Duque et al. studied Aln
(n=2−21) clusters by ADF, the results demonstrated
that Al8 is the first cluster in which the s and p bands
mixed [30].
In the HOMOs analysis [6], for n>7 Al clusters it
is p-like in HOMO while for clusters with less than 5
atoms it is clearly s-like. Those studies indicated that
Al atom is triplet in Al clusters with the p-like HOMOs,
otherwise is singles for s-like HOMOs. In our calculations, the ionization potentials of Al7 Cu and Al6 Cu are
lower than Al7 by 0.06 or 0.04 eV, and higher than
the neighborhood clusters of Al5 Cu and Al8 Cu. In this
work, the HOMOs analysis is also performed to deduce
the change of valence for Al atom in doped clusters.
The calculation results show that the s-type and p-type
electrons from Al atoms in HOMOs are 30.7%, 33.3%,
and 36.6%, 42.9% for Al6 Cu and Al7 Cu; considering
the outer s electron of Cu atom, the s-type electron is
33.8% and 44.2% in these two clusters, it can be predicted that there is little contribution with Cu atom
for HOMOs in doped clusters. The electron affinity of
Al7 Cu− is smaller than Al6 Cu− , implying that Al7 Cu is
stable with closure shell. But the difference of ionization
potential between these clusters is only 0.016 eV, showing that Al7 Cu is not the full shell as same as Al6 Cu.
Combining with the previous studies, it can be concluded that Al atom both in Al7 Cu and Al6 Cu is double valences which explains the exception in ionization
potential and electron affinity for these clusters.
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FIG. 4 HOMO-LUMO gaps of Aln Cu (n=1−15) [6]. (a)
Anion, (b) cation, (c) neutral, and the theoretical results of
Aln+1 (n=1−14). ¤ Aun Cu and 4 Aun+1 .

FIG. 5 The polarizability anisotropy (solid box) and mean
polarizability (open box) as a function of cluster size for (a)
anion, (b) cation, and (c) neutral Aln Cu (n=1−15).

D. HOMO-LUMO gaps

abnormity as n=6, 7, 8 in neutral doped cluster, Al6 Cu
has a larger HOMO-LUMO gap than Al7 Cu, because
Al6 Cu with 19 electrons easily obtain an electron forming closed shell structure, while Al7 Cu with 22 electrons
exceeds the number of full shell structure, more far to
next full shell structure. However, if the Al is singlet,
the magic number structure with 8 electrons is obvious in Al7 Cu. Compared with Al8 Cu, Al atom among
them may be triple, so Al7 Cu belongs to the steady
one with larger HOMO-LUMO gap. This can explain
why the gap reduces in the range of n=6−8 in neutral
clusters, and the gaps are higher than neighborhood
clusters for the doped clusters Al6 Cu− and Al6 Cu+ ,
and also confirms that Al atom in Al7 Cu and Al6 Cu
are with both valences as conclusion in the ionization
potential and electron affinity analysis. At n=7, the
HOMO-LUMO gap of cationic Al clusters is maximum.
And as the Cu atom is doped, the maximum occurs in
Al2 Cu+ . In these two clusters, the valence of Al atom
is triple and singlet, respectively, and both of them satisfy the fulfilled shell of jellium model. The exceptional
HOMO-LUMO gaps occurring at n=2, 3, 4 can not be
explained by the transformation of Al atom valence between triple and singlet or jellium model for cationic and
neutral clusters. Form n=7, the odd/even alteration in
gaps are rigorously disciplinary for charged and neutral doped clusters because of Al atom with only triplet
valence.
In anionic cluster, the max gaps occur at Al13 − and

Figure 4 shows the HOMO-LUMO gaps of
Aln Cu0,±1 (n=1−15) compared with those of Aln+1 0,±1
(n=1−14) cluster, it notes that the odd/even alternation in gaps of Aln Cu0,±1 (n=1−15) is more regularly
and larger than that of Aln+1 0,±1 cluster (n=1−14)
since Cu increases the chemical activation of Al cluster
[6]. The odd/even oscillation behaviors can be understood by electron pairing effect. For neutral clusters,
the odd (even) sized clusters have an odd (even) total
number of valence electron and the HOMO is single
(doubly) occupied. The electron in double occupied
HOMO feels a stronger effective core potential since
the electron screening is weaker for the electron in
the same orbital than that for inner-shell electrons.
Therefore, the binding energy of a valence electron in
the cluster with an even number atoms is larger than
that in the cluster with an odd one. The situation is
reversed for the cases of the charged clusters.
In this work, the HOMO-LUMO gap for Al13 Cu is
larger, while those of Al13 Cu+ and Al13 Cu− are smaller.
The electronic affinity energy of Al13 Cu is smaller than
its neighborhood clusters, as shown in previous calculations. They are verified the fulfilled electronic shell
in Al13 Cu cluster. As for the studies of HOMO-LUMO
gap in Aln+1 (n=1−14) clusters [6], there is little change
for n=7−10 in neutral cluster. The significant gaps in
charged clusters are in Al7 + and Al13 − . There is an
DOI:10.1088/1674-0068/25/02/169-176
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Al6 Cu− respectively, and the value of Al13 Cu− is much
lower than that of Al6 Cu− . At the same time, the stability of Al13 Cu− decreased badly due to joining of Cu
atom with Al13 − . In cationic clusters, the max gap occurs at Al2 Cu+ , instead of Al7 + cluster. However, the
range of gap is raised upwards 1.0 eV in doped cluster, while in pure aluminum cluster, the range of gap is
usually less than 1.0 eV. Though the stability of individual clusters is decreased, the whole stability of them
is improved greatly because of the doping of Cu atom.
The more stable structure of doped cluster, the smaller
electron affinity, the bigger ionization potential and the
higher gap.
E. Polarizabilities and dipole moment

Static polarizability is one of important physical
quantities to characterize the static property of metal
clusters. Figure 5 shows the size dependent polarizability anisotropy
½
1
|∆α| =
[(axx − ayy )2 + (axx − azz )2 +
2
¾1/2
2
(ayy − azz ) ]
(1)

FIG. 6 The dipole moment as a function of cluster size for
(a) anion, (b) cation, and (c) neutral Aln Cu (n=1−15).

and mean polarizability,
ᾱ =

1
(αxx + αyy + αzz )
3

(2)

where αii (i=x, y, z) is the components of ploarizability
tensors, for these clusters. It is obvious that the static
polarizability depends both on the cluster valences and
on the geometrical configuration of the clusters.
For neutral and cationic clusters, the polarizability
anisotropy |∆α| approaches to their minimum at n=13.
While for anionic clusters it occurs at n=6, because
Al6 Cu− cluster is magic number whether Al atom with
singlet or triple valance. In anionic and neutral clusters,
the polarizability anisotropy increase form n=5 and decrease monotonously from n=8 (anionic) or n=9 (neutral) to n=13. The polarizability anisotropy odd/even
alternation relation in cationic clusters is distinct for
n=7−14, as shown in Fig.5. The magnitude of polarizability anisotropy express the compactness and stability
of clusters, that is, the smaller polarizability anisotropy,
the more compact the clusters structure is, and the
more stable the clusters are. The calculated results indicate that, the geometry structures of clusters for n=6
and n=13 are more compact than their neighborhoods,
and the polarizability anisotropy is smaller. It can be
predicted that the polarizability anisotropy |∆α| gets
an extremum when the geometry structures consisted
of Al atoms come into being a full cage for Aln Cu cluster. And the polarizability anisotropy values of Al6 Cu+
and Al7 Cu+ clusters are very similar, which also shows
that Al atom is triplet valence in these clusters.
DOI:10.1088/1674-0068/25/02/169-176

ᾱ increases with the cluster size increasing for all
clusters. There are some deviations only at Al3 Cu+ ,
Al13 Cu+ , Al2 Cu, and Al13 Cu; and the increasing is
very close linear variation in the case of anion clusters.
These deviations appear in the clusters which have the
closure electron shell (with the numbers of valence electrons equal to 2, 8, and 20 usually). In neutral clusters,
the mean polarizability of Al2 Cu and Al13 Cu decrease
rarely, but the polarizability anisotropy of Al2 Cu is
maximal, while the polarizability anisotropy of Al13 Cu
is minimal in the calculated range. It can be found that
the influences of increasing atom number in clusters are
lack in the mean polarizability, but the changes of the
polarizability anisotropy are very obviously and the alternation periods completely conform to the geometry
compactness of the clusters.
In Fig.6, the dipole moments exhibit abnormity alteration. The change of the dipole moments is small
in the case of the neutral clusters between 0.109 Debye (Al12 Cu) and 1.04 Debye (Al15 Cu) attribute to its
dependent on the charge of clusters. Oppositely, the
variety range for the charged clusters is large. For the
negative clusters, it alters from 0.25 Debye (Al10 Cu− )
to 3.0 Debye (Al5 Cu− ) and for the positive clusters form
0.14 Debye (Al13 Cu+ ) to 3.12 Debye (Al10 Cu+ ). Those
clusters with the smallest dipole moment, Al10 Cu− ,
Al13 Cu+ , and Al12 Cu, are the most uniform in the case
of the anionic, cationic, and neutral clusters, respectively. The smaller the dipole moment is, the smaller
the electronic density of outer orbital is. Because there
c
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FIG. 7 Mulliken population analysis of doped Cu for (a)
anion, (b) cation, and (c) neutral Aln Cu (n=1−15).

is one electron occupied in HOMOs for Aln Cu clusters,
it is hard to been polarized by electric field for the uniformity and symmetry of electron cloud in those clusters.
F. Mulliken population

In order to investigate the charge transfer between
doped and host atoms in the clusters, Mulliken population analysis is performed. Figure 7 reveals the results
as the Mulliken charges of Cu atom in Aln Cu clusters.
Some regulation has been thrown out although the results are randomly accessed. It is clear that there is
negative charge on the Cu atom, and with the increasing of the cluster size, the Cu atom gains more negative
charge from the host Al atoms. This is attribute to the
different electron affinities of Cu atom (1.24 eV [31])
and Al atom (0.43 eV [32]). Therefore, the Cu atom is
easier to accept the electron than Al and the negative
charge transfers from Al to Cu atom in these clusters.
The only exception is AlCu+ .
IV. CONCLUSION

In this work, DFT method are used to study a series
of characteristic quantities of copper-doped aluminum
clusters (n=1−15), such as the geometrical structures,
the electron affinity, the ionization potentials, the polarizability anisotropy |∆α|, the mean polarizability ᾱ,
DOI:10.1088/1674-0068/25/02/169-176
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HOMO-LUMO gap, the dipole moment and Mulliken
population analysis of doped Cu. Moreover, the obtained results are interpreted in terms of jellium model
and give the magic number clusters Al2 Cu+ , Al6 Cu− ,
Al7 Cu, Al7 Cu+ , and Al13 Cu with a closure electronic
shell and large HOMO-LUMO gap. Secondly, by comparing these electron properties of Aln Cu (n=1−15)
with that of Aln+1 (n=1−14), it is found that these
copper-doped aluminum clusters are more stable than
pure aluminum clusters, regardless of the doped Cu
atom joining into Aln+1 (n=1−14) cluster or replacing
Al atom in Aln (n=2−15) cluster. Thirdly, the analyses of HOMOs show that the electrons of HOMOs come
from 3s and 3p of Al atoms majorly, from 4s of Cu atom
hardly. The percentages of s-type and p-type electron
in HOMOs are approaching for n=6 and 7 in neutral
clusters, it indicates that Al atom is with both valences
in those cluster. The polarizability anisotropy gets an
extremum when the geometry structures consisting of
Al atoms come into being a full cage for Aln Cu cluster.
At the same time, the dipole moment and Mulliken population analysis of doped Cu atom also relate with the
structure of clusters, when n=13, the dipole moment of
the charged clusters are minimum. However, the Mulliken population analysis of Cu atom are maximum at
n=13 except of cationic cluster. Finally, most electronic
properties of doped clusters is meliorated, therefore it
is possible to synthesize new materials by using these
species clusters.
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